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Continuous wave (CW) dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is used with magic angle spinning (MAS) to
enhance the typically poor sensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) by orders of magnitude. In a
recent publication we show that further enhancement is obtained by using a frequency-agile gyrotron to
chirp incident microwave frequency through the electron resonance frequency during DNP transfer. Here
we characterize the effect of chirped MAS DNP by investigating the sweep time, sweep width, center-
frequency, and electron Rabi frequency of the chirps. We show the advantages of chirped DNP with a
trityl-nitroxide biradical, and a lack of improvement with chirped DNP using AMUPol, a nitroxide birad-
ical. Frequency-chirped DNP on a model system of urea in a cryoprotecting matrix yields an enhancement
of 142, 21% greater than that obtained with CW DNP. We then go beyond this model system and apply
chirped DNP to intact human cells. In human Jurkat cells, frequency-chirped DNP improves enhancement
by 24% over CW DNP. The characterization of the chirped DNP effect reveals instrument limitations on
sweep time and sweep width, promising even greater increases in sensitivity with further technology
development. These improvements in gyrotron technology, frequency-agile methods, and in-cell applica-
tions are expected to play a significant role in the advancement of MAS DNP.

� 2020 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

Dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) is commonly used to
improve the inherent insensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy [1–13]. Typically, only continuous wave
(CW) microwave methods have been employed with magic angle
spinning (MAS) DNP. The solid effect and the cross effect are the
primary DNP mechanisms used in moderate magnetic field
strengths of 5–14 Tesla (T) [14–18]. While CW approaches can sig-
nificantly increase NMR sensitivity, they have limitations. Except
in certain model systems [6,19,20], the solid effect and cross effect
are inefficient at room temperature due to short longitudinal elec-
tron relaxation times. To perform CW DNP, samples are commonly
cooled to <120 K, which adds complexity not only to the instru-
mentation, but also often leads to a loss of spectral resolution
[14,21]. Arrested molecular motion at these temperatures can
cause substantial line broadening in most samples [3,21–23]. The
cross effect and solid effect also exhibit worse performance at
higher magnetic field, with cross effect efficiency decreasing as
1/B0 and that of solid effect as 1/B0

2 [15,24,25]. Therefore new
mechanisms will be required for efficient DNP at magnetic fields
of 28 T and higher.

Frequency-chirped DNP techniques, such as the frequency-
swept integrated solid effect (FS-ISE) [15,26], nuclear orientation
via electron spin locking (NOVEL) [27,28], and time-optimized
pulsed (TOP) DNP [29] show promise to perform well both at high
magnetic field and room temperature. For instance, ISE yields DNP
enhancements of ~150 at room temperature and is predicted to be
unaffected by the strength of the external magnetic field [15].

However, these experiments have been performed without MAS
and at magnetic fields <3 T [15,27,29], primarily due to the diffi-
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culty of implementing MAS with the microwave resonators
required to generate considerable electron nutation frequencies.
Frequency-swept DNP at higher magnetic fields has also been
shown to improve DNP performance [30,31], but has only recently
been implemented with MAS [32,33]. MAS improves the sensitivity
and resolution of solid-state NMR [34–38] by partially averaging
anisotropic interactions of the magnetic resonance Hamiltonian,
and is a crucial aspect of applying DNP to systems of interest.

Here we characterize the behavior of frequency-chirped DNP
experiments performed with MAS, expanding on our recent work
[32]. We optimize frequency chirps from a custom-built
frequency-agile high-power gyrotron [39] to produce large gains
in intensity beyond those obtained with CW DNP. In addition to
measuring its performance on a model system, we conduct opti-
mized chirped experiments on intact human Jurkat cells to demon-
strate frequency-chirped DNP in a biologically complex
environment.
Fig. 1. Frequency-chirped DNP pulse sequence and 1H enhancement profile of
TEMTriPol-1. (a) The frequency-chirped DNP NMR pulse sequence. Triangular
waveform frequency chirps (shown by the rainbow gradient) were applied over the
polarization period (spol), while CW irradiation was applied during the remainder of
the experiment. (b) Enhancement profile of TEMTriPol-1 using CW DNP. CPMAS
experiments were performed with a spol of 3 s at varying microwave frequencies to
record a 1H enhancement profile of the TEMTriPol-1 radical (shown in upper left
corner). The red line represents the peak of Trityl’s EPR resonance (197.670 GHz) as
well as the center of the frequency chirps. This enhancement profile was adapted
from Judge et al. [40] (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2. Materials and methods

2.1. NMR experiments

MAS DNP NMR experiments were performed using a custom-
built DNP spectrometer at a magnetic field of 7.1584 T [41]. 13C
and 1H Larmor frequencies were 75.4937 MHz and
300.1790 MHz, respectively. A CPMAS, rotor synchronized, Hahn
echo sequence with TPPM decoupling [42] was used for all exper-
iments (Fig. 1a). The initial magnetization of 1H and 13C spins was
destroyed using a saturation train. 1H and 13C pulses were per-
formed with nutation frequencies of 77 kHz and 100 kHz, respec-
tively. The Hartmann-Hahn matching condition (cB1) for 1H and
13C was 30 kHz. Frequency chirps were applied over the DNP polar-
ization period (spol), and CW microwaves were employed over the
rest of the experiment. The spinning frequency was 4.5 kHz for all
experiments, and the sample temperature was 90 K. Typical polar-
ization times (spol) for optimized spectra were 5-times the T1 of the
sample in the absence of microwaves, in order to remove contam-
ination of the data by differences in the nuclear T1 and the T1DNP.

Microwaves were generated using a frequency-agile gyrotron,
whose output frequency was adjusted by varying the electron
acceleration potential at the electron gun anode. An arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) integrated into the NMR spectrometer
(Redstone, Tecmag Inc. Houston, TX) was used to generate a wave-
form, which ramped the output frequency of the gyrotron in a lin-
ear fashion through 197.670 GHz, the frequency of maximum DNP
enhancement of the TEMTriPol-1 radical [39]. The frequency chirps
were a triangular waveform, which was repeated over the entire
polarization period. For frequency chirp optimization the incident
microwave power, the center DNP microwave frequency, and the
sweep width and sweep time of the individual chirps were varied.
The center frequency of the sweeps was varied by changing the
voltage at the gyrotron anode with the AWG amplified by a high-
voltage amplifier (TREK, Inc. Lockport, NY). The sweep width corre-
sponded to the frequency range of one sweep/chirp (either up or
down) in MHz, and sweep time was the time to complete a
sweep/chirp. Microwave power was attenuated from full power
by inserting copper foil with slits cut in it into a gap in the waveg-
uide to partially pass the microwave beam. The optimal power of
7 W incident on the sample was used for most experiments, which
provided an estimated electron Rabi frequency of 0.43 MHz [43].

The 13C carbonyl resonance was fit using DMfit [44] to deter-
mine resulting enhancement increases. For all optimization spec-
tra, the magnitude of the Hahn echo was used to calculate the
percent increase in intensity. All experiments were repeated four
times to acquire adequate error values for the measurements.
2.2. Sample preparation

Experiments were performed on 4 M [U-13C, 15N] urea mixed
with 5 mM TEMTriPol-1 or 5 mM AMUPol in a cryoprotecting
matrix consisting of 60% d8 glycerol, 30% D2O, and 10% H2O by vol-
ume. Intact Jurkat cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) were cultured in
[U-13C, 98%; U-15N, 98%] BioExpress-6000 mammalian cell growth
medium (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Tewksbury, MA) at a
concentration of 3 � 106 cells/mL in a six-well plate at 37 �C and
5% CO2 for 48 h. 3.6 � 107 cells were collected, spun at 170 g for
5 min, washed with 1� phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and spun
again at 170 g for 5 min to remove extracellular NMR labels
(g = 9.8 m/s2). 40 mL of 20 mM TEMTriPol-1 in 1� PBS with 10%
DMSO was added to a cell pellet containing 36 million Jurkat cells.
This suspension was centrifuged directly into the 3.2 mm zirconia
rotor at 800 g for 30 s and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen as
detailed in our previous work [4].
3. Results and discussion

Frequency-chirped DNP refers to a change in the microwave
frequency or intensity throughout the course of an experiment.
The frequency-chirped DNP pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 1A.
Frequency chirps (represented by the rainbow gradient) are
applied over the DNP polarization period and the resulting NMR
signal is detected through a cross polarization (CP) Hahn echo
sequence. We emphasize that microwave frequency chirps result
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in better manipulation of the electron spin polarization, yet the
active DNP mechanism is still the cross effect.

Selection of appropriate radicals for frequency-chirped DNP is
crucial due to drastic differences in electron spin g-anisotropy
and relaxation properties. In our previous demonstrations of elec-
tron decoupling using chirped microwave pulses with MAS, we
employed trityl rather than nitroxide radicals [3,22]. Those suc-
cesses led us to explore the use of trityl-nitroxide biradicals, with
the rationale that the narrow trityl resonance would be easier to
manipulate and the tethered nitroxide would provide greater
DNP enhancements through the cross effect mechanism.
TEMTriPol-1 is such a biradical, consisting of a Finland trityl radical
covalently linked to a 4-amino TEMPO radical, which is used for
cross effect DNP [13,45]. TEMTriPol-1 improves cross effect effi-
ciency at high magnetic fields. Where other biradicals, such as
AMUPol, depolarize nuclear spins at 100 K in the absence of micro-
wave irradiation, TEMTriPol-1 preserves nuclear polarization
[5,46].

3.1. Frequency-chirped DNP on a model system

CW DNP CPMAS experiments were performed at various micro-
wave frequencies to record a 1H DNP enhancement profile with
TEMTriPol-1 [40]. The enhancement profile shows the trityl reso-
nance frequency as the optimal frequency for CW DNP enhance-
ment. This will be the target for the center of the frequency
chirps. In a 7.1584 T magnetic field, the microwave frequency for
maximum CW DNP enhancement was 197.670 GHz (Fig. 1B).

Experiments were performed to determine the effect of
frequency-chirped microwave pulses during the polarization per-
iod of MAS DNP (Fig. 2). For comparison, cross effect DNP experi-
ments were performed with CW microwave irradiation. CW DNP
experiments on a model system of urea with TEMTriPol-1 resulted
in an enhancement of 118 (Fig. 2, red). Enhancements herein are
defined as the NMR signal intensity recorded with DNP compared
to that without DNP [46]. For frequency-chirped DNP experiments,
the microwave frequency was linearly chirped with a triangular
waveform over 197.670 GHz, with a 28 ms sweep time and a
Fig. 2. Frequency-chirped DNP with TEMTriPol-1. Comparison of DNP spectra with
triangular frequency sweeps (blue) and CW (red) microwave irradiation using 7 W
of microwave power incident on the sample. The spectrum with no microwave
irradiation is shown in black. The triangular frequency chirps generated an increase
of 21% over CW DNP. The DNP polarization period for all three experiments was
53 s, the sweep width was 120 MHz, and the sweep time was 28 ms. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
120 MHz sweep width. These optimized chirps yielded a 21%
increase over CW DNP and an enhancement of 142 (Fig. 2, blue).
Polarization times of 53 s (5 � T1DNP, Fig. S1) were used to ensure
that >99% of the polarization had built up for both experiments,
allowing for direct comparison of the CW and frequency-chirped
experiments.

To determine the necessity of a narrow-line radical, such as tri-
tyl, for frequency-chirped DNP, experiments were performed on a
sample containing the nitroxide-nitroxide biradical, AMUPol. The
frequency chirps were centered at 197.674 GHz (maximum with
1H-enhancement for AMUPol) the previously optimized sweep
time of 28 ms and sweep width of 120 MHz were used. Frequency
chirps over the polarization period resulted in a decrease in signal
intensity of 3% compared to CW DNP (Fig. 3). These frequency
chirps do not yield the same improved electron spin control over
the nitroxide biradical, AMUPol, as they do over TEMTriPol-1. This
implies that a narrow-line radical is required for implementation
of frequency-chirped DNP.

3.2. Frequency-chirped DNP in intact Jurkat cells

The performance of frequency-chirped DNP was then examined
within intact human Jurkat cells (Fig. 4). Frequency chirps
improved the NMR signal by 24%, yielding an enhancement of 6
(versus 4.8 for CW DNP). These results display the application of
frequency-chirped DNP to more complex samples of biological
interest.

3.3. Power dependence of CW and frequency-chirped DNP

To determine the dependence of CW and frequency-chirped
enhancement on microwave power, CPMAS experiments were per-
formed with varying microwave attenuation on the TEMTriPol-1/
urea sample (Fig. 5). For frequency-chirped DNP the optimized tri-
angle waveform (28 ms sweep time and 120 MHz sweep width)
was repeated over a polarization time of 20 s. 35 W of microwave
power incident on the sample (Rabi frequency of 0.95 MHz) pro-
duced a 123% increase in signal with frequency-chirped DNP com-
pared to CW, yielding enhancements of 17 and 8, respectively
Fig. 3. Frequency-chirped DNP with AMUPol. The polarization time was 47 s with a
sweep time of 28 ms and sweep width of 120 MHz centered at 197.674 GHz.
Frequency chirps (blue) decreased the signal intensity by 3% compared to CW (red),
providing an enhancement of 201 compared to an experiment with no microwaves
incident on the sample (black). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 4. Frequency-chirped MAS DNP in intact human cells. The polarization time
was 10 s (5 � T1DNP, Fig. S1). Frequency chirps (blue) resulted in a 24% improvement
in overall signal intensity compared to CW (red) and enhanced the NMR signal by 6
times compared to signal without DNP (black). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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(Fig. 5a, b). We note that such high microwave powers place the
cross effect in the oversaturated regime, leading to less overall
enhancement.

7 W of microwave power resulted in the highest sensitivity and
an improvement of 25% with frequency-chirped DNP compared to
CW. Higher microwave power yielded greater improvements with
frequency-chirped DNP over CW DNP, but the overall signal inten-
sity obtained was suboptimal due to saturation of the cross effect
[47].

3.4. Characterization of Frequency-chirped DNP

The effects of sweep time, sweep width, and center frequency
on the improvement with frequency-chirped DNP over CW irradi-
ation are shown in Fig. 6. For the sweep time dependence the
polarization time was 20 s; the sweep width was held constant
at 80 MHz, the incident microwave power at 7 W, and the center
Fig. 5. Frequency-chirped DNP microwave power dependence. (a) Dependence of signal
Effect of microwave power on average percent increase in signal area with frequency ch
frequency at 197.670 GHz. Shorter sweep times increased the sen-
sitivity to a greater extent than longer sweep times, with the great-
est improvement over CW (15%) occurring with a 20 ls sweep time
(Fig. 6a). Sweep times below 20 ls were not achievable with the
current microwave frequency agility circuit, as the frequency out-
put waveform became distorted. A sweep time of 150 ms resulted
in only a 1% improvement in signal intensity over CW. We suspect
that at longer sweep times electron spin saturation is lost through
relaxation mechanisms.

The dependence of frequency-chirped DNP sensitivity on the
sweep width of the frequency chirps is shown in Fig. 6b. For this
dependence the polarization time was 20 s; the sweep time was
held constant at 28 ls, the incident microwave power at 7 W,
and the center frequency at 197.670 GHz. The improvement from
the frequency chirps increased as the sweep width increased. A
120 MHz sweep width resulted in an improvement of 21%, while
the signal intensity decreased by 1% with a sweep width of
10 MHz. Due to instrument limitations, sweep widths greater than
120 MHz could not be attained. This width is roughly that of the
base of the trityl lineshape in the enhancement profile (Fig. 1b).
We previously reported a similar optimal sweep width in electron
decoupling experiments involving the Finland trityl radical [3].
Larger sweep widths provide microwave irradiation that is reso-
nant with a greater number of trityl electron spins, enabling better
electron spin control and improving the efficiency of frequency-
chirped DNP.

During characterization it is important to consider multiple
points on the enhancement profile. Fig. 6d provides a clear picture
of the effect of frequency chirping, whereas Fig. 6c shows the
potential for misinformation. The choice of irradiation frequency
can lead to suspiciously high improvements due to difference in
positive and negative enhancement regions between CW and
frequency-chirped DNP. The CW enhancement profile shows max-
imum positive and negative enhancements at 197.670 GHz and
197.850 GHz, respectively (Fig. 6d). Frequency chirping at micro-
wave frequencies lower than 197.750 GHz (positive enhancement),
yielded greater enhancements than CW (Fig. 6d). However, at fre-
quencies greater than 197.750 GHz (negative enhancement), the
frequency-chirped DNP provided lower signal intensity than CW
DNP.

Note that at this point we have simply demonstrated the
methodology of performing frequency-chirped DNP experiments
with TEMTriPol-1. To compare the sensitivity of the experiments
with TEMTriPol-1 and AMUPol, we can divide the signal-to-noise
enhancement on incident microwave power, with and without frequency chirps. (b)
irps over CW.



Fig. 6. Experimental parameter optimization for frequency-chirped DNP on urea with TEMTriPol-1. (a) Sweep time dependence using a 80 MHz sweep width centered at a
gyrotron frequency of 197.670 GHz. (b) Sweep width dependence using a 28 ms sweep time centered at 197.670 GHz. (c) The percent increase of frequency-chirped DNP over
CW DNP, using the points from the enhancement profile in (d). The order-of-magnitude larger increases/decreases are due to the different positive/negative enhancement
crossing points for the two methods. (d) Enhancement profiles for CW DNP (red) and frequency-chirped DNP (black). A 20 s polarization time was used for all experiments.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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from each experiment by the square root of the polarization time
for the respective experiments. In doing so, we obtain a sensitivity
of 79 with AMUPol (Fig. 3) and 73 with TEMTriPol-1 (Fig. 2). Thus,
while the sensitivity of the experiments performed on each radical
are similar at this stage, advances in instrumentation that enable
greater sweep times and sweep widths will make frequency-
chirped DNP experiments with TEMTriPol-1 more sensitive than
AMUPol, and thus more feasible for sensitivity-demanding, multi-
dimensional experiments.

4. Conclusion

To date, frequency-chirped DNP experiments, such as FS-ISE,
NOVEL, and TOP DNP, have been largely restricted to static samples
due to the difficulties of housing microwave resonators with the
instrumentation required for magic angle spinning (MAS). Here,
we have characterized the optimal experimental conditions for
frequency-chirped MAS DNP. At a magnetic field of 7 T and with
7 W of microwave power, frequency-chirped microwaves over
the polarization period improved DNP enhancements by 21%.
Greater microwave powers resulted in up to 123% improvements
with frequency-chirped DNP, but saturation of the cross effect
resulted in less overall signal intensity.

These optimized frequency-chirped experiments were applied
to a more biologically complex sample: intact Jurkat cells. This
resulted in an improvement in signal intensity of 24% over CW
DNP. Characterization of the parameters of frequency-chirped
DNP revealed areas for further improvements to elicit even greater
sensitivity. More powerful gyrotrons with larger frequency band-
widths, and gating mechanisms for chirps can be developed to
increase sweep widths and shorten the sweep times, thus improv-
ing electron spin control. To take full advantage of frequency-
chirped DNP at high power and high electron Rabi frequencies,
duty cycling of the microwaves can be implemented to reduce
dielectric heating [29]. We expect optimization of the waveform,
with respect to both intensity and phase, to result in improved
frequency-chirped DNP MAS performance. Future studies could
analyze the effect of the spinning frequency on the enhancement
achieved by frequency chirped DNP over CW DNP. Both the solid
effect and cross effect are driven by interactions between the spin
system, the microwave field, and the spinning rotor. Understand-
ing these effects will prove crucial in the future development of
DNP, as MAS frequencies and magnetic fields are pushed to ever
higher values.

New radicals composed of tethered broad and narrow line rad-
icals are currently being investigated with useful electronic prop-
erties such as long longitudinal relaxation times. Longer
relaxation times will afford even more electron spin control with
frequency-chirped DNP. Although the precise mechanism govern-
ing the improvement in sensitivity will require further investiga-
tion, it is possible that it is governed by an adiabatic process. As
such, future experiments could focus on maintaining a constant
sweep rate by simultaneously varying the sweep time and sweep
width in an inverse manner. This could prove important, as adia-
batic processes often show a remarkable resilience to microwave
inhomogeneities and frequency offsets arising from difference in
molecular orientation and conformations in a solid sample. These
techniques can be paired with other advances in instrumentation
such as higher power microwave sources and microwave lenses
for improved microwave intensity and high frequency MAS for
1H detected spectra in future experiments. These could allow for
the implementation of pulsed DNP mechanisms such as electron-
nuclear cross polarization at high magnetic fields in the foreseeable
future.
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